Mapping genomic deletions down to the base: a quantitative copy number scanning approach used to characterise and clone the breakpoints of a recurrent 7p14.2p15.3 deletion.
With the recent advances in genomic research, it has become apparent that a substantial part of human malformation and mental retardation is caused by imbalances in genomic content. Thus, there is an increasing need for versatile methods allowing a detailed mapping and cloning of the actual rearrangements. We have combined the flexibility of real-time quantitative PCR with the knowledge of human genome sequence to perform a copy number scanning in three patients known to harbour a deletion in the 7p14p15 locus. In two of the patients the actual breakpoints were cloned and sequenced, whereas the breakpoint of the third patient was mapped to a region previously predicted to be prone for rearrangements. One patient also harboured an inversion in connection with the deletion that disrupted the HDAC9 gene. All three patients showed clinical characteristics reminiscent of the hand-foot-genital syndrome and were deleted for the entire HOXA cluster. Two patients were also deleted for DFNA5, a gene implicated in dominant nonsyndromic hearing impairment, but neither patient showed signs of reduced hearing capabilities. The described copy number scanning approach is largely independent of the genomic locus and may be a valuable tool for characterising a large spectrum of deletions.